TITLE

Diversity bingo

SHORT DESCRIPTION

PART 1
Bingo game: participants find other participants to whom bingo
box applies.
Walk around and find different people who answer yes to the
questions.
You can use each question once and you cannot ask more than
one question to the same person.
If a participant has a whole row completed, he can shout ‘bingo’.

DURATION
GOALS

(why do we use it?)

TARGET GROUP

(students, staff, international
classrooms, bachelor or master
students …)

PIECE OF THE JONES MODEL
INSTITUTION or SOURCE
CONTACT PERSON

PART 2
Discussion: why do you or don’t you ask someone a certain
question? Which characteristic are you looking for?
Which questions were easy to ask, which weren’t?
Did you get the same question more than once?
What did you think / How did you feel if someone asked you a
specific question?
What did you learn from this exercise? Stereotypes? Prejudices?
15 minutes for the game, 15 minutes for the discussion
Getting to know each other
Talking about stereotypes, prejudices.
Facts versus interpretation, first impression
Healthy curiosity
Postpone your opinion on someone
all

3-4-5
http://www.pearsoneducation.nl/hunsaker/pdf/Hoofdstuk%204
%20Groepsoefeningen.pdf

DIVERSITY – BINGO
Did you ever work with
somebody at least 20
years older than you
are?

Have you ever worked
on a farm?

Did you ever have a
foreign manager?

Did you ever live abroad?

Were your (grand)
parents migrants?

Did you ever work with a
person with a disability?

Do you speak more than
2 languages?

Do you have a good
friend with another
ethnic background?

Did you ever have a
relationship with
someone with a lower
level of education?

Have you ever been
discriminated because of
your gender?

Did you ever work with
someone with a different
religion?

Do you know someone
with a psychiatric
disorder or an addiction?

Do you have a gay/
lesbian/ bisexual or
transgender friend?

Have you been abroad
for study or work?

Do you have family or
friends who depend on
welfare?

Are you a foreigner in
the country you live in?

Are you raised by a single
parent?

Are you raised in a
prosperous family?

Did one of your parents
serve in the army?

Have you ever been
discriminated because of
race or ethnicity?

Have you ever been
treated by a doctor with
a different ethnic
background?

Do you personally know
a convicted criminal?

Do you have an Arabic
background?

Are you a vegetarian?

Do you know a
chronically ill person?

Walk around and ask your fellow-students if he or she meets one of the criteria. You can only use one name per criterium.

Who has 5 names in a (horizontal, vertical or diagonal) row, calls out “bingo” and is the winner.
If no bingo is achieved, the winner is the one with the most names overall.

